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OPENING SHOT
The M-Sport Ford Fiesta R5s are taking over the world...
Picture: M-Sport

PADDON JOINS

HYUNDAI FOR 2014

Hyundai Motorsport has today revealed that New
Zealander Hayden Paddon will join the team at selected
rounds of the 2014 FIA World Rally Championship (WRC),
starting with Rally Italia Sardegna in June.
Words: H&H / Picture: Hyundai Motorsport.
The 26-year-old will be flanked by his compatriot
John Kennard and will be behind the wheel of a Hyundai i20
WRC which will be entered under a separate entry of Hyundai
Motorsport N. The duo will join Hyundai Motorsport for seven
rounds of its maiden championship including Rally Australia in
September where they will join the main team’s drivers Thierry
Neuville and Chris Atkinson, who has already been confirmed to
drive the #8 Hyundai i20 WRC at that event.
Paddon, who won the FIA Production Car World Rally

Championship in 2011, will have his first taste of the Hyundai i20
WRC in April. Currently residing in Frankfurt, the talented Kiwi
is already familiar with the Alzenau-based team having visited
the team’s factory recently. Although travelling independently,
he will be wishing the team well when he attends Rally Mexico
to recce the event.
Paddon said: “I’m really proud to be joining Hyundai
Motorsport for seven events of the FIA World Rally Championship
this year. It is an incredible opportunity to be part of the team
in these very exciting times. It’s a chance that we are ready
for and are going to work very hard to make the most of to
meet the targets and objectives and help the team continue to
develop towards 2015. Same as the team, I am here to learn
my way through WRC and to succeed in the end. It is also a

fantastic opportunity for me to work and learn alongside some
very experienced people within the team and of course the
other drivers.”
Team Principal Michel Nandan commented: “As a
manufacturer investing in the World Rally Championship,
Hyundai Motorsport aims to support the champions of the
future. For this reason we decided to engage one more car at
selected WRC events under the entry Hyundai Motorsport N.
Hayden is one of the very talented drivers on the WRC scene at
the moment and we will support him as much as we can to reach
the highest level possible. We are very pleased to welcome him
and John to our WRC adventure and we look forward to seeing
them in action at the wheel of the Hyundai i20 WRC in a couple
of months’ time.”

F1 CHAMP TURNS TO DIRT
Jacques Villeneuve conducted his first proper test
aboard the 600bhp #25 Albatec Racing Peugeot
208 on the wekeend in which he will contest the
FIA World Rallycross Championship presented
by Monster Energy. The former F1 and Indycar
World Series Champion completed ten 4-lap stints
around the Lydden Hill circuit in preparation for
his World RX debut in May, when he will race
alongside Team Principal Andy Scott.
Words: H&H / Picture: Albatec
Villeneuve said: “To come to Lydden Hill is great, it’s
fast, a real fun track, quite high speed and after testing
in Dreux it’s great to finally drive on a proper FIA World
Rallycross Championship track with a combination of
asphalt and graveI. It’s a nice track, it’s how tracks
used to be made, and follows the lay of the land.
“It’s been a fun experience working with the
team, with Andy who stands out because of his passion
for the sport, and in particular the engineers, to get
the best out of the 208. You don’t rallycross because of
the jet set you do it because of the racing, so now I’m
really looking forward to going head-to-head with the
other drivers in Portugal.”

HYUNDAI AIMS TO SPEED UP DEVELOPMENT
Eager to accelerate its learning curve in the
FIA World Rally Championship (WRC), Hyundai
Motorsport has announced that three Hyundai i20
WRC cars will be entered into Rally de Portugal,
Round Four of the 2014 WRC, in April.
Words: H&H / Picture: Hyundai Motorsport
The team’s lead driver Thierry Neuville will
continue in his role behind the wheel of the #7 car, whilst
Finn Juho Hänninen will drive the #8 Hyundai i20 WRC
after a promising performance at Rally Sweden earlier
this month. After his debut for the team at Monte-Carlo
back in January, Neuville and Hänninen will be joined on
the Portuguese event by Spaniard Dani Sordo driving
the #20 Hyundai i20 WRC.
The Alzenau-based team has also announced its
participation in the Fafe Rally Sprint, the now traditional
event organized as a precursor to Rally de Portugal.
The one-day event will be held on Saturday 29 March
at the iconic Fafe-Lameirinha stage – which was part of
the classic Rally de Portugal – and attracts hundreds of
thousands of spectators each year.
Team Principal Michel Nandan commented:
“Having three cars at Rally de Portugal will be very
positive for us, and it will allow us to continue our
data collection and to accumulate more mileage in our
debut WRC season. I think we have a good line-up for
Portugal with Thierry, Juho and Dani – each of them
will bring their experience and will give us their own
unique feedback which will help us in the continuous
development of the Hyundai i20 WRC. Thierry’s level of
performance combined with Juho’s skills on gravel and
Dani’s experience and excellent track record at Rally de
Portugal make them a very good choice for the event.
We are also very happy to take part in the Fafe Rally
Sprint the weekend before Rally de Portugal. Of course,
this will be a very warm-up for the event but it’s also a
fantastic occasion for hundreds of thousands fans gather
to see their WRC heroes in action on one of most famed
stages in the history of the World Rally Championship.”

M-SPORT BACKS BRC DEVELOPMENT
M-Sport announced its continued support of the MSA British Rally
Championship’s driver talent development ethos by offering the
2014 BRC Champion a prize drive on Wales Rally GB in one of its
factory-run R5 Fiestas.
Words: H&H / Picture: M-Sport.
The FordFiesta SportTrophy will provide winners using Fiesta
rally cars with on-event parts vouchers and end of season prize drives.
If the winner of the BRC has driven a Fiesta all season, then they will
be entered into the final round of the World Rally Championship (WRC),
Wales Rally GB in an M-Sport-run R5.
Championship Manager Mark Taylor said: “This is fantastic
news, an example of our recently formed Constructors Commission and
the sport working in harmony! Thank you M-Sport, Pirelli and Wales
Rally GB for providing another great opportunity to showcase our
aspiring talent. The Commission has approved the upgrading of the R2
Fiesta to R200 specification, meaning Fiesta competitors could vie for
BRC1 and overall honours. Plus, the FordFiesta SportTrophy provides

prizes throughout all of the BRC categories.”
In addition to the R5 Wales Rally GB opportunity, the highest
placed Fiesta driver in the BRC will be rewarded with a test drive in
M-Sport’s Ford Fiesta R5, the NGK BRC Challenge winner will get their
hands on an R2, plus parts vouchers to the total value of £700 are up
for grabs on each event.
M-Sport Managing Director, Malcolm Wilson OBE: “We have
always been keen to support talent at home so I am happy to announce
that the FordFiesta SportTrophy scheme will continue for its ninth
season in the British Rally Championship. It is a proven route to the
sport’s highest level; Elfyn Evans having started his career within the
championship in 2007. We are also eager to improve the performance of
the Fiesta and the new Ford Fiesta R200 will see our cars in much closer
competition with R3 cars. We don’t want to see a single manufacturer
dominate as it did in 2013, and so we are encouraging our Fiesta drivers
to push the limits with a great opportunity to shine on home soil at the
end of the season.”

KIWIS MAKE IT EASY FOR INTERNATIONAL ENTRANTS
While there may be a perception that it is difficult to travel
from afar to contest a marathon event such as the epay
Silver Fern Rally in New Zealand, nothing could be further
from the truth.
Words: H&H / Picture: Geoff Ridder.
Rally organisers are committed to enticing international
entries to the event and accordingly they do everything they can
to smooth the way for all competitors including the internationals.
This includes the provision of information on shipping and
accommodation while they are also compiling complete packages
to make it easy to be a part of this great event. Cars are available
to lease for the rally while locals can provide service crews and
support vehicles to prospective competitors who need only fly in

and fly out if they wish. Once in New Zealand, competitors also
find Kiwis that they encounter are friendly and helpful. In short
it is easy!
Ed Mulligan of Australia, who won the Challenge in 2012
in a leased car, is hugely enthusiastic about the event: “It’s the
easiest and the best way to do it. I just take my helmet and my
race suit, jump on a plane to New Zealand and I am doing it!”
Mulligan’s countrymen Keith and Mary Anne Callinan
have done every Silver Fern Rally since 2006, and they too love
the event. “The roads are awesome, the organisation incredible
and the costs per competitive kilometre equal huge value,”
said Keith Callinan. “Kiwi competitors and their service crews
are all about keeping overseas competitors in the event and

will stop at nothing to make sure you start the next morning.
The organisers take all the usual dramas of competing overseas
away. GT Logistics ship your car and the event organisers do all
the NZ road requirements prior to scrutineering.”
UK crew Jake Scannell and Nina Thompson were
surprised how easy it was to compete in their first-ever
international event in NZ back in 2008. “When you look at the
stage miles as a whole, it still works out cheaper than like for like
rallying in the UK, including flights and accommodation, car hire
and shipping.”
This year’s epay Silver Fern Rally starts on Saturday 8
November.

LATVALA UPS THE ANTE FOR 2014
Volkswagen
works
driver
Jari-Matti
Latvala
celebrated his first win of season in the Polo R WRC
at the Rally Sweden. The Finn along with co-driver
Miikka Anttila took the overall lead in the World Rally
Championship for the first time in his career. Latvala
would love to defend that lead ahead of team-mate
Sébastien Ogier at next weekend’s Rally Mexico.
In this interview, the WRC points leader speaks
about the battle between him and the current world
champion, his new mental coach, his great idol Henri
Toivonen and his grand ambitions.
Words: H&H / Pictures: Volkswagen Motorsport.
Q: Jari-Matti Latvala, congratulations on your first
victory of the season. How do you feel after this
triumph?
JML: “The victory in Sweden was a special moment for
me. It’s the only rally in the WRC that I have won three
times. It was also in Sweden that I celebrated my first
WRC victory in 2008. However, there were also some
critical moments during Rally Sweden. For example on the
Friday when I lost time during the ‘Hagfors Sprint’ stage
and Andreas [Mikkelsen] came dangerously close. But on
the Saturday everything went to plan and we clinched the
victory. I was absolutely ecstatic after Rally Sweden.”
Q: Do you know what you have in common with
Björn Waldegård, Stig Blomqvist, Tommi Mäkinen,
Kenneth Eriksson and Marcus Grönholm?
JML: “Let me think about it quickly. I think we have all
won the Rally Sweden more than two times. That truly is
esteemed company.”
Q: It is difficult to master a WRC event like in
Sweden. How then do you manage to win such a
complex rally?
JML: “It all comes down to strategy. In 2008 the conditions
were similar – a lot of gravel amongst the slushy snow and
ice runs. Conditions like these seem to suit me. If you
were to compare a rally like this with an asphalt rally, then
there would be huge differences. You have to keep calm
in Sweden and drive a clean line. I also had problems with
this at the start in Sweden, but over the course of the
rally I managed to get this under control. I would also like
to stress that Volkswagen gives all their drivers an equal
chance. Each of us has the opportunity to fight for the
victory – no team orders in sight. This is reflected in the
atmosphere within the team. The team has simply worked
great.”
Q: The first gravel rally of the season in Mexico is
fast approaching. How are Volkswagen preparing
for it?
JML: “We’ve spent two days in Spain preparing for Rally
Mexico. I was behind the wheel one day and then Sébastien
the next. Séb adjusts to new conditions incredibly quickly.

Quicker than me. I need a bit of a warm-up on gravel.
Therefore I often use the shakedown to get used to the
road surface. This was exactly the case during Rally Great
Britain last season. If I haven’t been on gravel for two
months then I notice it straight away.”

Q: What are you expecting from the Rally Mexico?
JML: “Of course the win has given me extra confidence. At
the same time when you’re in first place, you have to be a
realist. In Mexico, if you allow yourself a mistake then your
chances of victory are slim. I travelled to Mexico in 2012
fresh from victory in Sweden. At the time I had a great
feeling about the Rally Mexico, then I was unfortunately
forced to retire. You have to see that you pick up as many
points as possible. It’s not my strongest rally but of course
a victory is possible, however, it’s not my main aim. Even
a podium finish would be super.”
Q: You are the new WRC leader. Is there now a big
battle going on between you and Sébastien Ogier?
JML: “I hope so. But one thing is certain: Séb will be
damned hungry for victory in Mexico. Of course I would
also like to become world champion. That is my great
ambition. For that you need a perfect overall package
and I’m working on that. But there are also other drivers,
who share this dream, therefore for the time being we’re
just concentrating on one rally at a time. Séb is really
strong. If anyone wants to beat him, they have to perform
consistently at their best, on all surfaces.”
Q: What were you thinking during the Rally Sweden
when Sébastien Ogier made a mistake?
JML: “He’s only human too. Sure, if you visualise the
previous season, then you’re given the impression that
Séb never makes mistakes. I’m convinced that every
driver sometimes makes a mistake during a rally. Again,
we are all just humans.”
Q: With good performances you are increasing the
pressure on your team-mates...
JML: “As a driver it is natural to look at the performances of
your team-mates. When Séb was so fast last year, I found
myself under more pressure. Despite this I think that we
are professionals and know how to handle pressure.”
Q: Are you afraid of Sébastien Ogier?
JML: “He’s a very strong driver. Also mentally. He’s at
home on all surfaces. He is certainly difficult to beat, but
despite this you should never have fear. If you are afraid,
then you won’t achieve anything. You can have respect for
other drivers, but never fear. As I mentioned earlier, if you
want to win the world championship, you have to deliver
consistent performances.”
Q: This season you are working with a mental coach.
What has changed for you because of this?

JML: “I listen to my feelings more. In the past I wanted to win
some rallies at all costs. Then everything often went wrong and
I wanted too much. In moments like these my self-confidence
was zero. My mental coach has taught me that you have to
listen to your feelings. If this is not ideal, then it is better to
switch down a gear. Another thing is that I now communicate
with Miikka, my co-driver, considerably more. Now we have a
strategy, a plan. Our teamwork couldn’t be better. He intervenes
when I sometimes want too much. That wasn’t the case at the
beginning of our career together.” (laughs)
Q: Was it your idea to work with a mental coach?
JML: “It was the team’s idea. The team came to me and thought
that I could improve in this area. Christopher became my mental
coach during the Rally Great Britain and since that time I have
come to trust him one hundred percent. I learnt from him how
to place my focus on something and when I lose my focus, how I
can get it back. Also, I was sometimes a little too excited ahead

of a rally. He’s taught me to approach a rally in a more relaxed
manner. I don’t want to go into too many details, but I’ve mostly
managed it through relaxation and concentration exercises.”
Q: Volkswagen have dominated recent rallies. Do you
believe this domination can continue on gravel?
JML: “There are four manufacturers in the WRC. When I look at
Hyundai, then you have to say that they’ve made good progress
already, but they still require a little time to reach the top.
Volkswagen were able to gather a lot more experience ahead of
their debut. But I’m certain that one team or another will still
shine this season.”
Q: Your compatriot Marcus Grönholm was World Rally
Champion in 2002. Is it not high time for another Finnish
world champion?
JML: “It puts a bit of pressure on me that it’s been twelve years
since a Finnish driver was world champion. A Finn has been

World Rally Champion off and on when spread over the last 20
years. In Finland the people already have high hopes for me,
even if rallying has lost a little of its popularity. If I were to win
the title, then the popularity of the sport in Finland would be
sure to increase.”
Q: You are a big fan of Henri Toivonen. Would you also
like to become world champion for him?
JML: “There are a few parallels between Henri’s career and mine.
He won his first rally as a young driver and then got more and
more experienced. In 1986, the year he died, he won the Rally
Monte Carlo and led Rally Sweden for a lot of the way. He had
a super start to the season. Even though he is my idol, it’s not
the case that I want to become world champion for him. For me
he was the bravest driver of his era. Nobody was able to drive a
Group B car like he was. Sometimes he just wanted too much.”

BLOCK CLAIMS IMPORTANT WIN
Hoonigan Racing’s Ken Block and Alex Gelsomino won the Rally
in the 100 Acre Wood, Round Two of the Rally America National
Championship held this past weekend in Salem, Missouri. The
victory marks the seventh time the team has won the event out of
their last eight attempts.
Words: H&H / Pictures: Alex Haugen.

Block led the rally from the very first stage, but Subaru Rally
Team USA’s David Higgins/Craig Drew kept it close despite
getting a puncture on SS5. The first day of competition ended
with Higgins only 20.6sec behind Block. On the second day,
disaster struck Higgins with an engine failure in SS9 that forced
his retirement. The DNF also broke an amazing streak of 22
consecutive podium finishes by Higgins.
“I felt as if I had very few mistakes this weekend,” said
Block. “Unfortunately, my top competition fell out on Day Two
and I was able to extend my lead. It took some pressure off,
which I don’t like, because I like to push hard. Instead, I was
able to just enjoy these roads and put on a good show for the
fans.”
Rockstar Energy Drink Rally Team’s Antoine L’Estage/
Marshall Clarke immediately moved into second place with
Higgins out. However, L’Estage’s normally reliable Mitsubishi
Lancer EVO X overheated on SS13 and was unable to continue.
Action sports icon, Travis Pastrana, who rejoined Subaru
Rally Team USA with co-driver Chrissie Beavis, hung on to take
second place overall. His finish position is even more remarkable
considering he withstood two intense days of rallying with a
repaired broken leg and a recently dislocated ankle.
FY Racing’s Adam Yeoman/Jordan Schulze took a wellearned third place finish, their second overall podium since
joining national competition in 2011.

In Super Production (SP), 2013 Rookie of the Year
recipient Nick Roberts stood on the top of the SP Class podium
for only the second time in his short rally career. Roberts and
his co-driver Rhianon Gelsomino capitalized on the retirement
of other top SP contenders to find themselves first in Class and
fourth overall.
Dillon Van Way/Andrew Edwards kept their podium
streak alive with a Super Production second place finish only
48.3sec behind the leader. Van Way/Edwards have seen
immediate success since entering SP competition from the TwoWheel Drive ranks. They have entered four Rally America rounds
in their SP Class car and have stood on the podium each time.
2013 Super Production champs David Sterckx/Karen Jankowski
rounded out the finishers in third place. Overheating problems
plagued the team and they spent the entire event trading
positions with Evan Cline/Greg Dorman until the very last stage
when Sterckx/Jankowski cemented third place.
Ford Racing’s Andrew Comrie-Picard (ACP) with Ole
Holter won the Two-Wheel Drive (2WD) category in their Team
O’Neil prepared Ford Fiesta, outlasting second place Scion
Racing’s Matthew Johnson/Jeremy Wimpey. However, both
drivers spent most of the event chasing after 2WD leaders Will
Hudson/Brian Szykowny, until damage sustained from a big
jump forced Hudson out of the race. Both ACP and Johnson have
2WD victories under their belts, but Johnson holds onto the 2WD

points’ standing lead.
Third place in 2WD went to brothers Troy and Jeremy
Miller, who entered just their second national event and have
stood on the podium both times.
Team Honda Research’s James Robinson/James Guitar
won their second consecutive B-SPEC Class in a Honda Fit
against Tracy Gardiner/Tabitha Lohr in their Toyota Yaris.

Final Overall Classification:
01) K. Block/A. Gelsomino
Ford Fiesta HFHV - 01h 37m 38.8s
02) T. Pastrana/C. Beavis
Subaru Impreza WRX STI + 04m 58.5s
03) A. Yeoman/J. Schulze
Subaru Impreza WRX STI + 08m 46.2s
04) N. Roberts/R. Gelsomino
Subaru Impreza WRX STI + 11m 59.9s
05) D. Van Way/A. Edwards
Subaru Impreza WRX STI + 12m 48.2s
06) D. Sterckx/K. Jankowski
Subaru Impreza WRX STI + 13m 38.9s
07) E. Cline/J. Blattner
Subaru Impreza WRX STI + 13m 39.2s
08) A. Comri-Picard/O. Holter
Ford Fiesta R2 + 15m 18.8s
09) M. Johnson/J. Wimpey
Scion xD + 17m 18.3s
10) T. Miller/J. Miller
Ford Fiesta R2 + 19m 26.6s

CLOSING SHOT

After 22 consecutive podiums finishes in Rally America
competition, a mechanical fault sidelines David Higgins/
Craig Drew at the Rally i nthe 100 Acrew Wood.
Picture: Subaru of America

